Candidate Testimonials
‘‘Eximius Business Support was an invaluable asset for me during my job search and I would highly recommend her first-class
services. Eximius Business Support support are extremely helpful, cooperative and friendly and I felt they really understood and
facilitated my job requirements throughout the process. Their approachable, professional and kind nature allowed me to place my
trust in opinions and resulted in me securing a role highly suited to me. I will definitely maintain contact with Eximius Business
Support and use their services in the future. ‘‘
Candidate (Emma)
‘‘Eximius Business Support has truly been wonderful during my job search. Having worked with a series of different recruiters,
they have really gone above and beyond to ensure I am placed somewhere that suits me as well as a role I will enjoy. ‘‘
Candidate (Molly)
‘‘As a candidate, I highly recommend Eximius Business Support. They were instrumental in finding me a fantastic role within a
team, and company, I love. Throughout the process, they demonstrated a personable style as well as a commitment to ensure that
I was well briefed on each stage. They have also been consistent in contact to ensure my settling in and ongoing wellbeing within
the role. The service I received was excellent, professional and over and above what I expected.’’
Candidate (Carla)
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Candidate Testimonials

“As a candidate, I highly recommend Eximius Business Support. My consultant was instrumental in finding me the job of my
dreams. Throughout the process, they demonstrated a personable style as well as a commitment to ensure that I was well
briefed on each stage. Eximius Business Support have also been consistent in contact to ensure my settling in and ongoing
wellbeing within the role. The service I received was excellent, professional and over and above what I expected. ”
EA to CEO – Private Equity
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Client Testimonials

“Working with Business support has been a pleasure, as they have been diligent, responsive and most importantly passionate
about their job.
Business support takes the time to speak and understand both their candidates and client’s needs and provides me with
100% confidence when in need of hiring. Thank you for the assistance and hard work that you’ve provided so far, I look
forward to continuing the working relationship.”
Tier 1 Bank
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Client Testimonials
Abbie MacHugh | Principal Consultant

“I have worked with Abbie for a number of years and can honestly say she is the best recruiter I have ever worked with.
She has a great understanding of us as a business and this translates in the exceptional candidates she puts in front us.”
Head of HR, Property Developer
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“Eximius Business Support is our consultancy of choice. They partner with us to thoroughly understand our business and our
requirements, to ensure we find the right talent time and time again. We look forward to working with them again.”
Operations Manager
“I highly recommend Eximius Business Support. Their quality and targeted approach for temporary and permanent staff has
helped save time and money for my business. Their market knowledge is first class.”
HR Manager – US Law firm
“My go-to secretarial provider – my consultant never fails to deliver”
HR – International Bank
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